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Environmental Studies
developer resigns post
approved by next year. He believes
BY LINDA MALLIGO
1972-73 was the first year that EnvironDr. Donald Aitken, chairman of the mental Studies has functioned as a fullSan Jose State University Department fledged department.
The Environment Studies Deof Environmental Studies has submitted his resignation of that post to the partment now accommodates 2,000
university administration. He said he SJSU students in 27 courses taught by
wishes to remain with the department 16 instructors. There are more than 200
as an instructor, starting next semes- Environmental Studies majors. The
department has recently been rated
ter.
"I consider this to be a very positive among the top five Environmental
Studies programs in the nation by the
move," stated Dr. Aitken.
"I am doing it in order to maximize Environmental Protection Agency.
"We are also developing a growing
my creative opportunities within the
department. This cannot be done with relationship with other departments
all the hurdles of being the chairman." within the university," Dr. Aitken
He believes students should come stated. "We are fulfilling our function
first in his considerations and he could as an interdisciplinary field of study."
Dr. Aitken has decided to stay at
not spend enough time advising and
creating new programs in his present SJSU for awhile in spite of his initial
plans.
capacity as an administrator.
"I really feel my role as a teacher
"I have realized this is a very imhere," he said. "I would like to do a lot
more in the way of creative education, portant experiment in higher edubut all of the busy work and pushing cation," he said. "It will go well beyond
papers to satisfy the Chancellor’s office the bounds of the environmental subgets in the way. I had to weigh my ject. It is for these reasons I have depriorities and I decided that the stu- cided to set down roots here, and that’s
pretty unusual for me."
dents come first."
Dr. Aitken came to SJSU in SepBefore coming to SJSU, Dr. Aitken
tember of 1970 in order to develop the had what he considers, "a very good
Environmental Studies Dept., which
was to be the pilot program for the
California State University system.
"The administration wanted to
establish an experimental program
here," he stated. "They offered me the
opportunity to come here and set up the
program, and I took it right away. It
was love at first sight.
"I had only planned to stay here for
Summer hours for the Spartan Booktwo years when I came. I was confident store will be 7:15 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
I would have the program created and through Friday, according to bookstore
installed by then."
manager Harry Wineroth.
It has taken Dr. Aitken the two years
These hours will be in effect from
to develop the program, hire the in- June 4 to September 1. During the first
structors, and have the B.S. and B.A.
three weeks of September, the hours
degrees in Environmental Studies ap- will be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The hours will
proved by the Chancellor’s Office.
then revert to normal as fall semester
He is expecting to have the teacher’s begins.
credential in Environmental Studies
Book Buy-back

career at Stanford." He received his
Ph.D. in physics from that institution in
1963. He then received a faculty appointment to do research in physics,
and worked for seven years.
"The environment has been my main
social cause since 1961," said Dr. Aitken. "Since I was a scientist I was able
to learn a great deal about the problems."
Since 1961, Dr. Aitken has been active
in many environmental organizations,
including Friends of the Earth, which
he helped David Brower to form in 1969.
He also served as the California environmental consultant in 1967.
Dr. Aitken presently serves as the
director of the John Muir Institute of
Environmental Studies, a non-profit
environmental information foundation.
So far, the administration has not
acted on Dr. Aitken’s request and will
probably not do so until sometime this
summer.
In the event that he is allowed to resign, the members of the department
have unanimously decided to appoint
Dr. Donald Anthrop as the acting
department chairman. Dr. Anthrop has
been an instructor in the department
since 1971.

Bookstore sets buy-back
date and summer hours

SJSU title
change ok’d

A bill
SACRAMENTO ( UPI )
designed to put more zing in the new
names of state universities at San Jose,
San Diego, San Francisco and Arcata
was approved Thursday by the Senate.
Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose,
author of the bill, has said, "Who in
their right mind would be stirred by a
yell: C-S-U-comma -S-J-rah?"
The initials stand for the name of the
California
state college at San Jose
State University, San Jose.
The four affected schools would have
their names changed to San Jose (or
San Francisco, San Diego or Humboldt)
State Universities under the Alquist
bill, sent to the Assembly on a 29-1 vote.
Currently, they carry the California
State University designations similar to
San Jose’s.

Book buy-back will begin on Monday,
May 21 and last through June 1, Wineroth said. Buy-back will be at 60 per
cent of new price.
This is the same as last semester,
Wineroth said. However, instead of reselling the books at 65 per cent of new
price, the books will be sold back at 75
per cent.
Selling the books back at 65 per cent
established losses that could not be sustained if the bookstore is to remain solvent, he said. This is especially true because of forthcoming increases in labor
and other costs, he added.
Wineroth estimated buy-back would
be less than at the end of fall semester.
The approximately $40,000 to $50,000 of
books will reflect the bookstore’s projected needs.
The rest will be bought back wholesale (25 per cent of new price) if there
is a demand for them in the bookstore
system.
Buy-back Caution
Wineroth said students should be

cautious when selling their books because 50 per cent of the buy-back has
been contracted to an outside buyer,
the College Book Company of California.
"Students should beware of ’stack
buying,’ "he said. "I have no reason to
believe this will occur, but it is always a
possibility."
"Stack buying" is when a buyer
offers a certain amount of money for all
of a student’s books without considering each book individually. "A
student can really be taken by this
system," Wineroth warned.
The 60 per cent buy-back price will
only be good through June 1, he said.
After that, the price will revert to 50 per
cent.

Council
cancelled
Lack of a quorum prevented A.S.
Council from approving seven budget
requests Friday.
A special council meeting is scheduled at 1 p.m. today to continue budget
considerations for the athletics and
music departments, A.S. Program
Board, the Spartan Daily, Joint Effort
Coffeehouse, KSJS, Fair Share and the
A.S. Executive accounts.

Center open during finals
The Peer Drop-in Center, located in the Diablo Room of
the Student Union, will remain open during finals week,
according to coordinator Sharon Magee.
The center, open weekdays from 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.,
offers "rapping, one-to-one counseling, emergency services, a referral system, or just a place to relax with
student counselors," she said.
"There is no red-tape, appointments or waiting when a

person comes to the center. Even though the student
counselors have to study for tests, too, they want to take
time out to serve the students in a time of real tension,"
Miss Magee said.
Twenty-five trained student counselors will be available
for students who wish to talk informally about their personal, academic or financial problems, she said.

New ruling

Ripped -off voters
contacted today
The
A.S.
Judiciary
voted
unanimously Friday to allow the A.S.
Election Board until 4 p.m. today to
contact the 297 voters whose ballots
were stolen from the Seventh Street
ballot box Thursday.
Tom Chensuit

Dr. Donald Aitken

Those ballots totaled nearly onethird of the ballots cast Wednesday and
Thursday.

Student Union’s
management split
By STEPHEN MEYER
Last of a series
Who runs the Student Union?
No one, in the sense of a governing board or manager, oversees all the services
provided in the Student Union. The closest allegory to how it’s run would be a
business that owns a building and provides services to the public in a portion of the
building and rents out the rest to other businesses.
The S.U. Board of Governors (SUBG ) would be the landlord while the S.U.
director would be the manager. Pat Wiley, assistant director of the S.U., said,
"We’re governed by the SUBG which sets policy. Our responsibility is to set up
administrative procedure to follow policy."
The board is composed of nine students, six non -students and three faculty
members. The director can attend board meetings but has no vote.
Since the union is an auxiliary organization of the university, policies of the State
Board of Trustees and more directly the president of the institution affect the
operation of the union. Both can question, review and even alter policies set up by
the board of governors. Wiley stated that, however, they rarely directly use the
power.
Wiley stated he remembered only one case where the president used his power to
interfere. The case was the controversy over changing the name from College
Union to Student Union. The board, he recalled, wanted the name change while the
staff said that is was expensive and political.
"It wasn’t the union staff against the board. We just didn’t do anything until
president had acted," he said.
The union maintains the information center, browsing library, games area, nonacademic scheduling and the art gallery, as a business would in its building.
Wiley stated the union, also, does a majority of the non -class related scheduling
of events and programs. Athletic contests and music and drama department
productions are exceptions, doing their own scheduling.
The union also provides custodial ’services and maintenance for the building
except in the bookstore and snack bar, Wiley stated. The bookstore does its own
custodial services and maintenance. The Snack Bar reimburses the Union for the
services.
Most of the occupants, unlike a commercially-owned building, do not pay rent.
the AS. Business Office, A.S. offices, bookstore and snack bar do not pay rent
while the AS. Print Shop and Spartan Travel Mart do pay a small amount totaling
$3,720 this year. However, the four that do not pay rent reimburse the union for
utilities, Wiley said.
Like the commercial building allegory, the occupants of the union can act fairly
independent of each other but ultimately, Wiley stated,
"Anything that happens in the building is seen as a function of the union."
Spartan Shops, Inc., which operates the bookstore and the snack bar, is headed
by a board of directors consisting of four students, three faculty representatives
and two administrators. Associated Students is headed by three executives and a
20 membered council, both elected by the students.

State assembly committee
approves 18-story building
San Jose State University’s proposed
18-story library building has been
approved by the state assembly’s Ways
and Means Committee. The proposal
will go before the full assembly Thursday, May 24.
A Senate Finance subcommittee,
chaired by Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San
Jose, has also passed $14.8 million in
funding for the library, which will be
located at the present site of the corporation yard on Seventh Street.
If the full finance committee approves the budget request, then it will
go before the full Senate.
SJSU Pres. John H. Bunzel commented,
"Our present facility has been inadequate for several years, denying
students and faculty the full utilization
of the volumes necessary to academic
scholarship."

Originally approved in 1967, the new
library has been the center of recent
discussion among the staffs of the State
Department of Finance, the Legislative
Analyst, the Chancellor, and SJSU.

Art stolen

An art piece valued at $50 was taken
from the Student Union Wednesday at
approximately 10:30 p.m., Lisa
Greben, 21st Century Student Art Show
chairman, said.
According to Ms. Greben, the batik,
tie-dyed silk banner was suspended
from the ceiling of the third level of the
SU at the time it was stolen.
Ms. Greben said the work had been
entered in the May 18 art contest.
The banner may be returned to the
AS. Program Board Office, and no
questions will be asked, she stated.

During the hearing before the
judiciary decision, Carole Mathews,
election board chairperson, offered
three alternatives for discussion. They
were: having the judiciary reverse its
first decision, which called the first
election illegal; calling or sending
letters to those Seventh Street voters,
with a deadline for reply; or calling
both elections invalid and having a new
election today, tomorrow and Wednesday.
Miss Matthews recommended contacting the Seventh Street voters and
giving them a deadline to re-cast their
vote.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King agreed,
saying,
"Those lost votes are important and
we should contact those voters if it is
possible. If not, it’s an invalid election,
because we can’t assume how those
students would have voted."
Louis Barozzi, student government
advisor, said,
"If you can’t retrieve that many
votes or can’t get hold all the voters,
someone who loses is going to complain."
Miss Matthews said the election
board will do the contacting, but said
she doesn’t know how long it will take.
AS. Justice Joe Crowder, said the
interim period between last Friday and
today allowed the election board a
chance to get a hold of the voters.
He said Friday there wasn’t enough
information to make a fair decision on
the validity of the election at that time.
Therefore, the judiciary will meet
again today at 4 p.m. to decide the fate
of the election.

Judge o.k.s
labor strike
Santa Clara Superior Court Judge
John T. Longinotti Friday lifted a
temporary restraining order issued
recently against the Farah Strike
Support Committee stopping it from
demonstrations against EmporiumCapwell stores.
The restraining order was also lifted
from former defendants Dian Castleberry, 24, of Menlo Park, and Michael
Enos, 20, and Marcia Vogt, 24, both of
Palo Alto.
But the judge extended the
restraining order secured by the
Emporium-Capwell Co. and the Farah
Manufacturing Co. against Venceremos, a Maoist revolutionary organization, Jeffery Youdleman, and a
newly named defendant, Bruce
Franklin, 37, of 160 Ringwood Avenue,
Menlo Park.
Judge Longinotti removed the
restraining order from the three former defendants and the support
committee on grounds they were
served the order improperly.
After an all-day hearing, no ruling
was made on the issuing of a preliminary injunction. Another hearing was
set for this morning at 8:45 in Superior
Court.
The Farah Manufacturing Co. and
the Emporium-Capwell Co. are seeking
the preliminary injunction to halt
Venceremos and the Farah Strike
Support Committee from "threatened
"violent actions" and demonstrations
against their stores.
At Farah plants in Texas and New
Mexico, 4,000 workers have been on
strike for more than a year. Venceremos and the Farah Strike Support
Committee have been picketing stores
such as the Emporium which sell
Farah products in support of the strike.

SJSU has too -high percentage
of full and associate professors
By PETER HOWARD

Don Morton

Peers

Donna Fenstermaker, Denise Puishes, and Bob Saul.

If state-wide standards for the
percentage of full and associate
professors allowed to a school were
rigorously enforced, San Jose State
University instructors could be in for
some bad times.
One possibility is instructors would
have to wait until enough of their peers
retire to bring the percentage within
the standard before any more
promotions could be awarded, according to James Noah, SJSU director of
public relations.
The state Department of Finance
regulations state that in the California
State University and Colleges system,
no more than 60 per cent of all instructors may be in the upper two
ranks of associate and full professors.
The Board of Trustees then applies
these same standards to each individual college and university.
The 60-40 ratio is only a problem for
the older campuses such as SJSU.
The newer schools such as CSC

Bakersfield are still experiencing a
period of rapid growth which SJSU
experienced in the 1950s. As enrollment
increases they get funds for more
faculty. Consequently, the percentage
of upper-rank positions remains
relatively low.
The issue is best summed up in a
letter written by Helen Fielstra,
president of the California College and
University Faculty Association, to Gov.
Ronald Reagan.
"As a result of the formula (60-40) a
number of highly meritorious assistant
professors are denied promotion to the
associate professorship," she wrote.
Noah insists, however, that Pres.
John H. Bunzel will continue to make
promotions based on merit and will not
hold back promotions in a particular
school or department because it has
gone over the 60 per cent limit.
But looking into the future, the
problem will be whether Pres. Bunzel
can keep the university as a whole
within the limit without placing a limit

on promotions at the school, and even
department, level.
The Schools of Education and Social
Sciences are both currently over the
limit with 68 per cent in the former and
66 per cent in the latter.
SJSU, which is the oldest and the
second largest of the 19 campuses, is
perhaps the hardest hit by the 60-40
standards.
"We’re in a time of shifting gears and
we’re grinding like hell now," Noah
commented yesterday.
"Our whole philosophy has been
geared to growth. When growth stops
you have to change your patterns
suddenly," he continued.
The change goes further than just
how many instructors get promoted.
As enrollment levels off, the school
receives less faculty positions and as a
consequence also receives fewer
support staff positions. The two are tied
together in that a school gets .22 staff
positions for every one full time faculty
position.

Editorial

Commission farce
The San Jose City Council
pulled the wool over the
it
when
eyes
people’s
established the Environmental
Commission last June.
Anyone who thinks this 11member group, which now
numbers nine, would have input
or control over environmental
items is sadly mistaken. Instead, the commission has been
left impotent, begging for a
bone from the council or city
manager.
After nine months on the job,
commission members, while
sucking thumbs and fighting
have
themselves,
among
decided to make a mild appeal
for more review powers at
tonight’s city council meeting.
The commission will ask for a
review of impact reports as
well as a host of other advisory
powers.
The commission took this
action following the resignation
of its advisor, Ken Boyd, a few
weeks ago.
Boyd, who worked under City
Manager Ted Tedesco, has said
his position was used to mislead
the community into thinking
environmental issues are being
resolved. Some members of the
commission also feel they have
been used.
But what is more interesting
is the commission’s posture
during its past nine months.
They have done nothing.
This can be attributed to the
city council’s watering -down of
the commission in its birth
stages. The council mixed
politically
and
business
oriented individuals with environmentalists.
With this combination, impotence has been maintained.
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Action has been stalled by such
persons as commissioner
James O’Brien, chairman of
the Builder’s Association of
Santa Cruz and Santa Clara
counties; Glen Dobbs, Dr.
George Castro, Velma Million,
as well as commission chairman, Dr. James Heath.
Their slanted interests and
philosophies have left the implications of conspiracy within
the commission, to keep it
ineffective.
How can such individuals as
O’Brien, who was upset last fall
when the city council was
forced to initiate a building
moratorium, be considered as
unslanted and interested in
positive environmental matters?
How can a commission,
which allows the city manager
to submit a recommendation on
its behalf, without consulting it,
be considered effective?
This commission is a perfect
example of how city government can turn citien input into
a farce.
And with Tedesco’s recent
actions in streamlining city
government, citizen input and
be
could
participation
eliminated.
Tedesco’s view that there is
no room for the people in a
tightly run city bureaucracy,
where decisions should be in the
hands of a few instead of many,
is unfortunate.
Hopefully, the city council
will disregard Tedesco’s plan,
as well as its own past policies,
and give the commission more
power. At the same time the
commission should be changed
internally, eliminating all those
who are not interested in the
environment.
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Just as simply, a centuriesold argument, often accepted
for man’s history of bloodlet-- ting, reasons violence is a part
of human nature, that it is an
element of the "base" structure
of his psyche.

In my short life span, it has
been revealed to me at different
times and from different
sources that Orientals have no
regard for life, Turks are
merciless killers, Germans are
genocidal.
Americans are extremely
violent people, friends now
inform me. And, Whites,
regardless of origin, are the
most violent of all peoples.
I can recall no more lucid
argument, or better polemic
than that offered from the
righteous
arguing
the
inhumanity
of
"foreign"
associations by race, religion,

Apathy hits profs, A.S.
The Forum Page of the
Spartan Daily is supposed to
reflect the opinions of the
community. During the week of
registration many individuals
were contacted and asked to
submit guest room columns on
page two to reflect a diversified
.; opinion.
Many professors in various
departments stated that they
would submit columns at the
beginning of the semester but
now, during the last week, the
Daily is still waiting to receive
them. The only stipulation
provided by the Daily to these
instructors was the length of
each column, but that opinions
on any issue were welcomed.
Since its inception the Daily
has been subjected to the
pointing finger by many vocal
groups that our newspaper does
not provide a
balanced
coverage of news.
But when the opportunity is
. extended to some of the
.! representatives of these groups
to voice their opinion and they
do not respond, we believe that
we should return the criticism
and name the guilty parties.
After repeated phone calls by
r+
.? a member of our staff, such
people as Dr. Watson in the
Black Studies Department,
Jeannie Friedman of New
: College, Mas Sato of Asian
American Studies, and Sybil
Weir of Women’s Studies,
promised to submit columns to
’ the Spartan Daily. But their
views are still unknown to the
majority of the campus mainly
because they haven’t written

one column for
.
Apathy has k..so hit many
people in A.S. government. This
past semester, although many
council members were asked to
submit columns, the Spartan
Daily did not hear from one
member.
Dennis King submitted a few
columns ane then asked the
Daily if he could change the
name of his column to the Way
of the Square. But after we
complied, King never submitted another one.
But Pres. John H. Bunzel is
no better. Although he submitted two columns in the
middle of the semester, the
Daily now looks at Dr. Bunzel
with suspicious eyes.
The San Jose State University president writes a column
each week for the San Jose
Mercury News. Why can’t Dr.
Bunzel write at least one
column a month for the
newspaper that serves his
university?
Despite their differences of
opinions these individuals
would have to agree that
learning at college should exist
outside the classroom.
Yet when the time comes to
take
of
this
advantage
situation, these people are the
first to make excuses.
- The Spartan Daily wonders
while these people scream for
the right of expression, if a
paycheck or the glory for power
isn’t the underlying motive.
Alan Rosenberg
Forum Page Editor

People need weapons
Marc Sapir
In April, Ralph Terry, an
unarmed Black man, was shot
to death as he stood with his
hands raised against a police
car. The Grand Jury of our
county, a select local panel of
influential and powerful people,
admitted that the slaying was
unprovoked; they called the
officer "negligent," but not
guilty of any crime. The officer
would not be free and "guiltless" if he weren’t a copy.
Grand juries take the side of
the police because the main
function of cops is to protect the
property and institutions of the
rich class most grand jurors
are chosen from.
And, in general, the grand
jury system is the least democratic part of the legal system
forced on us. A main function of
federal grand juries is to attack

Good Morning America
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Drug identification service
Brace Jewett
Taking a trip this summer?
If it’s on drugs, chemist
Charles Hall might make a
good travel agent. He can tell
you if you have just scored a lid
of oregano or a tab of strictine.
Drug identification is a
service offered by Systems
Management Association of
which Hall is vice president of.
The Mountain View - based
company receives an average
of 10 samples a week from
people who want to know what.
they have.
"We send out envelope type
containers to where people can
get them," Hall said. "Each
envelope has a number and a
tear off receipt. The person
keeps the tear-off and sends in
the container."
Then, Hall explained, the

person calls up the Drug I.D.
Office and refers to his specific
number. The sample is not
returned.
A charge of $7, by cash or
money order is asked. No
records are kept by Hall.
"A lot of our business comes
from mothers who find strange
looking substances in their
kids’ drawers," Hall said. "One
lady sent us something that
blew up in my face when I was
analysing it. It was potassium
nitrate."
A good amount of business,
Hall, a Fresno State grad said,
comes "from little old paranoid
ladies who send us food to be
analysed. They are afraid they
are being poisoned off by
someone."

Other tidbits are from
patients who want their
prescribed drugs analysed.
Some samples come from
Americans who are being
culture, or nationality. Indeed, treated abroad, Hall said.
Many samples he said are
there is no dirth of evidence
once one has selected a target LSD being passed off as
population for condemnation. mescaline. "In seven years of
The world is, and has been, a drug analysis, " Hall, said,
bloody place.
No matter what sophis- Comment
tication is applied to the
study of man and violence, the
oldest and most accepted belief
is the least rational - the
mysticism of human nature.
Whatever bathroom you walk
Sociologists,
such
as into on this campus (I am
Margaret Meade, conclude that specifically referring to men’s
ethnocentrism, a para-rational bathrooms, not having explored
conviction of group superiority the women’s) you can observe
based on association to a group graffitti scribbled inside the
culture, provides us with a stalls.
rationale
which
accepts
Such graffitti can be divided
violence upon others "outside" into three types. The humorous,
our associations. It has been an slightly off color scribblings,
evolutionary tool for survival of the down right obscene ofour species. Ironically, it now ferings, but perhaps the most
threatens (with the potential of interesting type of graffitti is
manmade technology) to yield the art work found in the
us extinction.
bathrooms.
Yet, even with this knowledge
While I have never thought of
of ourselves, we are,standing in myself as an art critic, I feel
a world apparently more secure in writing
about
violent than in any previous bathroom art because I, like
era. Perhaps reason is not most of my male friends, have
enough. Perhaps gross analysis been observing such art for
is only an index to "irrational years.
humanity."
The bathroom in the JourSocial psychiatrists have nalism Building has one such
proposed that man created God budding artist, whose work
long ago as a "rational" ex- shows good style, but whose
planation of what he did not motivation is beyond me. In
understand in the world. It was different sizes, in most of the
God who sanctioned birth and stalls, this artist’s drawings of
death - the ultimate mysteries . the male anatomy could appear
Violence en masse, without in the Biology Department in
exception, has always found numerous textbooks, but in the
approval from Heaven.
men’s bathroom all it serves to
Man is still a mystic, for he do is to provide a mural like
can fear without reason and atmosphere on the stall walls.
reason without knowledge. The
The writers of obscenities
psychiatrist
and
para- also deserve a word of thanks.
psychiatrist is the new occult Without their complete lack of
priest of the Ego; that un- class as well as their lack of
scientific, fascinating and imagination, one could not find
frightening link to the super- out about a girl in the dorms
natural - to God.
who, as the graffitti notes puts
Could it be Mankind and God out, without ever hating to
are one in the same? If so, could investigate
the
situation
we admit we are not the "image himself.
and likeness" of perfection, but
These types of graffitti only
the image of ourselves - im- serve to cheapen some of the
perfectable, irrational, and high class wit which resides on
alone, following our mortal the walls of our porcelain
"Gods" (leaders) to "Justice" altars.
and the Armageddon which the
What this campus needs is a
dinosaur,
not
God,
has committee to screen graffitti.
prophesied?
The good graffitti can be left on
The arguments would then the stalls, while the cheap
turn about and stare us down. obscene and artistic material
In the mirror of a God, we can be flushed down down the
would see only dust.
hole from which it came.
Ed Sessler
Steve Terry

Man’s mystical power of violence
Actress
Jane
Fonda,
responding recently to POWs’
reports of inhumane treatment
at the hands of the North
Vietnamese, discounted the
claims. She implied they were
fabrications. Asked why, she
said simply, "What do you
expect from
professional
killers?"

Venceremos

Can graffiti

"and after thousands of
samples, I’ve only found two
samples
of
genuine
mescaline."
In his past experience, which
includes analysing for the State
Narcotics Bureau, he said he
has never seen LSD mixed with
stricknine or arsenic.
"The latest new drug we’ve
seen," he said "is a black
capsule from Los Angeles
called ‘soaper.’ It’s a hypnotic
downer. The guy who called us
up said two people o.d.’ed on it
and lost their memories for 12
hours."
"We hardly get any heroin ,"
Hall said. "The heroin_ traffic
is very unique in that the people
involved generally know each
other and can vouch for each
other as to the contents and
quality of their drug."
Office manager Miss Lee
Love said she often talks to
people on the phone "going
through bad trips."
They call for advice, she said,
"and I ask where they are and I
find out if there is a free drug
clinic near them and refer them
to there."

organizations and individuals
involved in progressive and
revolutionary
action;
for
example, Daniel Ellsberg, the
Irish Republican Clubs, the
Berrigan Priests, The Black
Panthers and Venceremos.
Local grand juries reward cops
for their dirty work, and call it
"all in the line of duty." That’s
just the way they see it.
Most community people feel
that some police protection is a
necessary evil. It’s because of
the whole system
keeping
poor people at each other’s
throats that we have to worry
about being robbed, raped, or
mugged at any time. As long as
we have to live with this system
we will have this crime
problem. But even if police are
necessary, they should come
from, be chosen by and serve
the needs of the people, not the
ruling class.
All community people should
be armed and trained in the
safety and use of weapons.
People should have community
self-defense organizations that
individuals can turn to instead
of having to call in the pigs. In
addition to helping with local
problems such organizations
would be prepared to defend the
community when an armed
attack by the cops occurred.
Venceremos
has
been
teaching people the skills of
armed and organized selfdefense and weapon safety.
More and more self-defense is
becoming a matter of survival.
It’s partly because of our open
support of the peoples’ right to
self defense, not just our
revolutionary theories that the
pigs have been constantly
trying to frame up Venceremos. But they can’t stop
the people from fighting to
survive.
The Second Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution says that
"the right of the people to keep
and bear arms shall not be
infringed by anybody" .. . We
aim to see that that right is
protected and we will continue
to do what we can to see that
community people are able to
defend themselves from any
armed attack. We say, as Dred
Scott and later Bobby Seale
said, "An unarmed people are
subject to slavery at any time."

Letters box
Dog-gone dogs

problems on campus. There
are many people around the
campus who let their dogs
out. I wouldn’t doubt if about
half of the loose dogs on
campus didn’t belong to
students at all. Let’s find a
way to control this situation
before it gets out of hand, as
it did at Stanford earlier this
year. Let’s not wait for a
student or a child to be bitten
by a dog before we see the
light!
George M. Oehlsen

Editor:
One problem, which seems
to be a growing problem on
campus, is the dog situation.
I don’t see anything wrong
with someone walking their
dog on campus; but when
these people allow their dogs
to annoy or frighten people,
things are getting out of
hand.
On campus, the San Jose
Municipal Code "4102.24
Leash Law" is in effect. This
Nixon speaks
is not a widely known fact
WHITE
HOUSE,
and should be made public
WASHINGTON D.C.
for the student body. The
leash Law says, without all of
the legal terminology, that
To
The
1973
College
any animal which is on
Graduates:
public property, must be on a
I am inclined to be sparing
leash which is "under the
with words of congratimmediate care and control
ulations,
advice
and
of a competent person."
challenge to this year’s
Dogs in the buildings are
college graduates, for you
becoming a greater problem
are eager to turn from words
every day. People who bring to action.
their dogs into classes
From early childhood, for
usually let the animal do the most part, the classroom
whatever it wants to do.
has been your world. Now the
These dogs bark or roam the world
becomes
your
halls or in some other way classroom. The education
disrupt the classroom. Some you have gained so far is
of these dogs have a very
precious capital. As you
obvious odor about them,
invest it in the service of
which makes sitting near the mankind, it will continue to
animal unpleasant for other grow and pay you rich
students.
dividends.
Dogs in the buildings are
Your opportunities for
against school policy. The service and achievement are
only time the campus police wide. For the first time in
will enforce these regu- your lifetime, the world is on
lations, however, is when the threshold of an era of
they are called in by either a lasting peace. The United
janitor, who has to clean up States is astir with the forces
the mess left by the dog and of a profound renewal its owner, or when an in- social, economic, political structor calls the police and reaching for new
because an animal has been possibilities in its third
disrupting the instructor’s century of independence.
class. Dog bites, I found,
The coming age will belong
from talking with a campus to you. America is grateful
policeman, are not un- for what you are, and much
common, especially around in need of what you can
the library, where so many become. I wish you Godspeed
dogs are kept tied up.
on the great adventure that
I’m sure that students’dogs lies ahead.
are not the only dogs causing
Richard M. Nixon
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Safety devices
enhance highway Pr"
BY JUN NIEADE
Last of two parts
When a person drives on
Interstate 280, which when
completed will run a 50-mile
stretch from San Francisco
to San Jose, it should be
obvious it is not just another
freeway.
Named the "Junipero
Serra Freeway," 280, and
budgeted at $157 billion, is
referred to by engineering
experts as "the most
beautiful freeway in the
world."
This claim was not the
result of drawing names out
of a hat but by careful,
precise, expertly planned
freeway engineering advancements that blended
modern design with existing
conditions.
environmental
To accomplish such a feat
and to incorporate the many

nevk technical treek a)
safety devices, ..he Bay
Area’s Highway Tlepartment
design
engineers
and
planning exrerts studied
road building techniques for
a number of years in order to
make it ar. safe as possible
yet enhance the communities and scenic areas
that it passed.
Sinclair Freeway
The second to the last
portion to be completed in
the 250 project (the last
being the section going into
San Francisco was the five
mile stretch in San Jose.
Celled the first part of the
new
Joseph
Sinclair
Freeway, this section will
provide downtown San
loseans with their first
freeway service.

The
Joseph
Sinclair
Freeway, named after the
man who was district
engineer in the early stages
of 280, is a 15-mile stretch
which runs between Route 17
and Route 101 in San Jose
i the five mile area) and
Interstate 680 from Route 101
north to the Alameda county
line.
The last five mile stretch
of 280 in San Jose, which was
opened February of this
year, culminates 15 years of
planning between the city of
San Jose and the California
State Highway Department.
The highway department,
is reported by Robert W.
Halligan, department information officer, as being
highly regarded and looked
upon as being the pacemaker
and leader in the country.
Chicago Calls

Libber workshop
talks at Sac State
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The first Western Region
Conference on Women’s
Studies will be held May ’1.5 28, Memorial Day week:nd
at California State UMW’
sity at Sacramento (Cfre‘
The event is sponscre by
the Women’s Caucus nil the
Women’s Studies Brard at
CSUS.
Coordinators of "Women’s
Studies and Feminism: Survival in the Seventies," have

Defense
exhibition
A demonstration of the art
of self defense for women
will be held Sunday, at the
Pacific Judo Academy, 425
S. Bascom Ave., starting at
10 a.m.
The free session, sponsored by the academy, was
coordinated by Stop Rape
and Officer John Rapp of the
Crime Prevention Division,
San Jose Police Department,
Officer Rapp explained the
session is for women who
have thought about taking a
defense class but don’t know
what it involves.
Information about where
defense classes are held will
be discussed at the demonstration, he said.
Officer Rapp also mentioned the possibility of a
free six week basic defense
class set up through his department. This, however,
will be determined by the
interest shown by women
attending the academy’s
demonstration.

invited students, instructors
and guest speakers from
throughout the state who are
interested in the role of
women.
Mollie Rosenhan, Women’s Studies instructor
at San Jose State University,
said she expected 30 women
to attend from SJSU.
Workshops dealing with
organization and funding of a
women’s studies program,
along with the function of
women’s studies, will be
discussed.
Kate Millett, authoress of
"Sexual Politics," wellknown women’s liberation
advocate, and visiting professor in Women’s Studies at
CSUS, is scheduled to speak.
Also on the speaking
agenda is Joan Wilson,
president of the West Coast
Women
of
Conference
Historians and Kirsten
Amundsen, authoress and
political scientist.
"To thrash out the relationship between women’s
studies and feminism, to increase contacts among
people in women’s studies,
and to share experiences and
strategies," are some of the
purposes for the weekend
seminar, Ms. Rosenhan said.
Special interest seminars
have been planned in "herstory" ( in lieu of history),
women in literature, science,
art, sociology, psychology,
the media and journalism.
The participation fee is $5
and registration is Friday,
May 25, at 5 p.m. in the
Music Recital Hall at CSUS.
For further information contact SJSU’s Women’s Studies
in Building H. room 10.

Spartsiauide 774"
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TODAY

MONDAY CINEMA presents Kafica’s "The Trial," directed
by Orson Wells, in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 and 7:30
p.m. Admission is 50 cents.
SJSU ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT presents Sal
liositano of National Aeronautics Space Administration
(NASA), who will speak on bio-medical engineering in Eng.
154 at 12:30 p.m.
FILMS: "Journey into Self," "Man Isn’t Dying of Thirst,"
and "We Have No Art" will be screened tonight at 7:30 in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
TOMORROW
SPARTAN SPEARS will meet at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Activities Office. This is an important meeting.
NEW COLLEGE presents Nelson Van Judah, who will
present his multi -media production on designing environments for children.

"Not too long ago the
Chicago Daily News called
us for advice," Halligan
said, "It seems one of their
city’s freeway bridges
collapsed and they wanted
information from what they
called ’the experts’."
At any rate, the new five
mile section of 280 in San
Jose is the most advanced,
well designed and safe
freeway
of
its
kind
anywhere, according to M.E.

Cat hey Andisreogen

Hardin, assistant district
four engineer.
For example, this five mile
section is even better
equipped to handle earthquakes than the earlier
constructed portions of 280
and much more than
Bayshore-101. Hardin claims
improvement’ is made with
each new addition of
freeway.
Earthquake Resistant
"The newly completed
section of 280 in San Jose was
made earthquake resistant
and done in the interest of
driver safety," Hardin said.
"Because of new findings on
safety we were able to
construct them right into the
design modifications."

Campus review
Kent State University will offer the Geneva Semester on
the United Nations System, an overseas academic program
created by KSU’s Center for International and Comparative
Programs.
The Geneva Semester, which began as a pilot program last
January, will begin its second term September 17 and run
through fall and winter quarters, ending Feb. 1, 1974.
The program concentrates on the working of the international system and the conditions required for the advancement of world stability and peace.
The Geneva Semester is open to qualified undergraduate
college students in the United States.
Students will spend most of the time in Geneva, Switzerland, the European headquarters of the United Nations.
Up to 32 quarter units or equivalent semester units may be
earned through participating in this program. Credits are
transferable to all colleges and universities.
Applications are. available through the Center for International and Comparative Programs, Kent State University,
Kent, Ohio 44242.
* * *
The Romeo School Board in Michigan faced an unusual
problem at a recent meeting on the purchase of six new
school buses.
Seat belts are required based on "the measurement of a 13inch rump per student," said the high school transportation
supervisor. "However, many students surpass federal
standards."
* * *
Pursuing a career in medicine nowadays is becoming
harder due to competition for admission into medical school.
The University of California at Davis student newspaper
reported that across the nation it is estimated for every
student accepted into medical school, there is at least one
equally qualified student who isn’t.
At Davis the situation seems to be the same. The UCD
medical school admits 100 students annually. Last year it
received 2,500 applications. In other words, only four -tenths
of one per cent of those who applied got in!

on San Jose area of Highway 280

"We always have our
share of complaints about
the exits and entries being
dangerous," added Hardin,"
"We’ll try and improve both
the safety and appearance of
the San Jose stretch in
time."
Undoubtedly proving to be
more effective than all other
freeway safety devices,
according to the department,
is the addition of inertial
barriers (sand and water
filled barrels).
Earl Guinn, San Jose highway
superintendent,
remarked, "As time goes on
and new road safety items
hit the market, tests are
made and devices are
selected. Inertial barriers
were implemented as an
added safety measure."

ping and impact time, and
suffered no injuries.
It was the first time any
unhelmeted, human driver
has ever used a convertible
with the top down for such a
test, according to the report
Hardin claims from 1966 to
1970, 681 persons were saved
by various freeway safety
devices in the Bay Area.
"With traffic volume increasing some five percent a
year with 149 people killed in
1966 from hitting ebjects, if
we had not taken further
safety measures this figure
would have climbed to 241
deaths by 1972," Hardin said.
"As it turned out, 1972
claimed only 57 lives."

The Next Billion Years:
The future in a cosmic perspective," is the title of the
summer lecture series being
sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration ( NASA).
Among the featured lecturers will be Dr. Margaret
Meade and explorer Jacques
Cousteau.
Seminars will be conducted in four California cities,
San Francisco, Los Angeles,
San Diego, and San Jose.
One speaker per week will
travel to one city per day.
The San Jose location for
the NASA lecture series will
be the Flint Center at De
Anza College in Cupertino.
Lectures will take place on
Monday evenings at 8.
Many colleges are offering
the NASA lecture series for
credit through their summer

Liu pleads
’not guilty’
Milton Chi Liu, 32, of San
Francisco, pleaded not
guilty Tuesday to charges of
disturbing the peace at the
April 7 "China Night" disturbance.
He is scheduled for a pretrial hearing on May 31 at
9:30 a.m. before Judge Louis
Doll, Department 7 of the
San Jose-Alviso Municipal
Court.

Guinn, whose crew of highway maintenance men are
responsible for keeping San
Jose’s portion of "the most
beautiful freeway" clean
added that he knew of no
other freeway at this time
that used the barriers.

1.0.1442

11111

ALSO-

The barriers, which are
placed in front of V-shaped
turn-off sections and various
blunt and dangerous obstructions, proved their effectiveness by the number of
people who have hit them
and driven off, apparently
unhurt.
The main problem with
’people hitting and leaving
the scene, claimed Hardin, is
one of not being able to talk
to he the driver concerning
the damage to see how effective the barriers are.

281.8301

Glady Knight & The Pips
a B King
Dizzy Gillespie
Silly Paul
Charles Ming.
Herbie Merin
David Newman
c i rises’ Circuit TV SCreen &dee

Sunny Baum, 0,101.!

Kenny

To illustrate how effective
the barriers are reference
can be traced to a report
submitted to the highway
department.
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Calendar
Tue 22 Sun-Moon
Wed 23 Truckin
Thu 24 Harvey Mendel, the Pure Food
Drug Act
Fri 25 Elvis Duck
Sat 26 Elvis Duck
and

Sun 27 Shreve Port Home Wreckers
Tue 29 Sun-Moon
Wed 30 Truckin
Thu 31 Graham Central Station
Fri
1 Truckin
Sat
2 Truckin

30 So. Central Campbell
374-4000

At a speed of 50 m.p.h, a
test driver smashed into a
barrier, delaying the stop-
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In the program in this area
are San Francisco State University, University of California Extension Services,
San Francisco City College
and San Jose State University.
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the San Jose area lecture
series are
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Ended Future," by Dr. Margaret Meade.
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June
Evolution," by Dr. Allan
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Sculpture, paintings, exhibited

Art shown in S.U.

By PAULA LX)RIAN
A group show of sculpture,
painting, watercolor and
jewelry is being exhibited in
the Student Union Art Gallery through May 30, entitled
"Reflections of the Mind".
Dan Toussaint’s abstract
inks on canvas brighten the
walls of the art gallery with
brilliant blues, purples, reds,
yellows and oranges.
This particular form of art
deals with the rhythmic flow
and design of the inks. The
depth and perception of

Bob Dottery

Larry Edgar looks at Larry l’rhina’ exhibit

Robert Hass poetry
covers civic issues
Poetry is living and vital in
the 1972 Yale Younger Poets
award winning book, "Field
Guide."
Written by 30-year-old
Robert Hass, the book of
poems was reviewed favorably in the New York Times
and two weeks ago by the
San Francisco Chronicle.
In reading a poem by
Hass, one is subtely engulfed
in local, civic and environmental issues.
The reader doesn’t quite
know how this feeling
evolves, but feels the pulling
effect.
Such an effect is felt in
"Lines of Last Spring":
"We sucked at
oranges we stole
from your alcoholic
neighbors
Who fermented in their
bed all day and
watched TV.
Texas oil and California land married
their tanned, torpid bodies and produced one hand
steady enough
To switch the channels by remote
control."

KSJS log
90.7 FM
5:00-8:00 p.m.
Al Penn’s Music Show
5:30-5:35 p.m.
Spartan Spectrum Campus News
5:35-5:40 p.m.
Spectrum News
5:40-5:45 p.m.
Woman-to-Woman
6:30-6:45 p.m.
Hai-Shu Shin Korean
Show
7:00-7:05 p.m.
Earshot Music and
Fun in the Bay Area
7:30-7:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
7:35-7:40 p.m.
Consumer News
8:00-3:15 p.m.
John Hughes Sports
Report
8:15-8:30 p.m.
Sports Illustrated with
Bob Mahon
8:30-9:00 p.m.
Helen’s
Classical
Interview
9:00-12:00 a.m.
John Adkisson’s Music
Rion

Hass, a Stanford graduate,
has taught at the State University in Buffalo, New
York, and will be teaching a
verse writing course at SJSU
next semester.

Chancellor
sets limits
The Chancellor’s office has
sent out a memorandum
containing new criteria
students must meet to qualify for major AS. offices.
The
question
remains
whether or not it will be
accepted as a policy
statement.
The
criteria
defines
"reasonable progress" that
a candidate or incumbent
AS. president, vice president, secretary, treasurer,
and attorney general must
make during their education.
Since criteria of this sort
are contained in the A.S.
constitution, that document
would need amending if the
chancellor’s guidelines are
accepted.
The memorandum states
"these requirements are
independent of any additional institutional, student
government or student
organization requirements."
Robert S. Martin, dean of
student services, said Thursday that after receiving the
memorandum he discussed
it with Pres. John H. Bunzel
and Academic Vice Pres.
Hobert W. Burns. They
decided it "had the force of
policy."
Dean Martin said he told
AS. Pres. Dennis King that
it would be implemented for
the 1974 elections.
A.S. Vice Pres. Rudi
Leonardi questioned Friday
whether the chancellor has
the power to order a change
in the constitution but said
the criteria "are probably
binding until it’s clarified or
challenged."
"We’re really not sure
what power he has,"
Leonardi commented. "We
feel students should be able
to control their own organizations and constitution."

these images create a sharp- resin is poured
The designs produced
ness and purity of color.
The intensities of color and within the shapes deal with
the flowing abstract designs the resin going from a liquid
seem to keep flowing, inter- state to a solid state. But the
twine and work well focal point of the entire piece
is the shape of the structure
together.
These large canvases have itself.
most of tF
hues, tones,
The resin gives the colors a
values and intensities of
depth and an almost prismeach color.
Larry Urbina combines type effect. The angles withpoured resin with plexiglass in the shapes produce rainand geometric shapes. His bows.
modern geometric shapes
Urbina’s designs are
are first created and then the clean, solid and each viewing
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I The Arts
’Day of the Jackal’
can’t be put down
SPECIAL TO-THE DAILY
By DAVID BINGER
Reviewers who have written about "The Day of the
Jackal," say that once the
book is started, it can’t be
put down. True, very true.
Now with a motion picture
being made from the book,
everyone should agree that
this is a masterpiece of
storytelling. It is not a complex book, but rather a very
well constructed novel that
tells with great suspense, of
an attempted assassination
of Charles de Gaulle.
The author, Frederick
Forsyth (The Odessa File),
another
with
begins
assassination attempt. However, this one fails miserably
and results in the almost
total collapse of the underground dissident group that
perpetrated it.
With their backs against
the wall, these underground

leaders hire a professional
killeran Englishmanunknown to any police force in
the world, and adept at
slaying major public figures.
He is "The Jackal."
Forsyth examines this
man, detail by detail, as he
perfect
obtains
the
assassin’s rifle.
The Jackal is followed as
he puts together several disguises for himself, obtains
false passports and papers,
and then kills the man who
forged the papers for him,
after a blackmail attempt.
The plan is almost flawless, but major robberies are
necessary by the underground group, to meet the
Jackal’s price tag, and it is
these thefts that first bring
the attention of French
Inspector Claude Lebel to
the fore.
By the time Label finds out
what the thefts are for, the

San Jose Symphony
last season concert
Bolivian -born violinist
Jaime Laredo will close the
current season of the San
Jose Symphony orchestra,
under the direction of
George Cleve on May 24 at
Gavilan College in Gilroy,
and May 25 at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
The final program will
open with the Overture to
"Oberon" by Carl Maria Von
Weber. Laredo will join the

orchestra with two works by
Mozart and remain for a solo
of Bartok’s Violin Concerto
No. 1.
Cleve and the orchestra
will close the program and
the season with a performance of Bralun’s First Symphony.
For tickets to the Civic
performance,
Auditorium
contact the San Jose Box Office at 246-1160
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Jackal is well on his scheduled way. The Jackal does
not hesitate to kill people
who get in his way or whom
he considers dangerous to
him.
It is Label against the
Jackal, and the suspense becomes almost unbearable as
the fatal day approaches.
The Jackal is still one step
ahead of his pursuer.
The book reaches it’s ultimate climax as President
de Gaulle attends a public
ceremony, and 130 metres
away the crosshairs of a
telescopic sight center is on
his head. The Jackal is
ready. Gently he squeezes
the trigger. .
From cover to cover, page
after page, not a single word
is wasted in the telling of this
excellent thriller. Frederick
Forsyth has written one of
the most exciting and engrossing novels of all time.
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That special Color
you’ve been looking for
is probably on one of
our shelves. Stop in
and browse around We
carry a complete selection of the finest artists’
materials in town.
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(74 DAYS)
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=429B DEP: JULY 16 OAK BRU
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DEP. JULY 23 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 19 BRU OAK

279.00

=431D

DEP: AUG. 2
RET: SEP. 3

OAK BRU
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279.00

=432C

DEP: AUG. 9 OAK BRU
RET: SEP. 10 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 13
RET: SEP. 12

2791)0
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BAY AREA (408) 275-8374

As We Promised
of current new price
on

(28 DAYS)

(33 DAYSI

USED BOOKS
To be used here this
Summer or next Fall
May 21 thru June 1

60%
sftdittag 66104a1evte
‘ tYM

Bob Dotter y
X ./ Calif. SC hoeider

SUMMER’ 73
CHARTERS!!

60%
vilia ye come to the
right place
Alizarin Carmine
Antwerp Blue
Bright Red
Burnt Sienna
Cadmium Scarlet
Cerulean Blue
Charcoal Grey
Chinese White
Chrome Yellow
Cobalt Green
Crimson Lake
Cyamne

position has a different impact.
Jeanne Schneider uses the
oval, rectangular and circular shapes to produce textures and patterns of color.
Her watercolor series of
"Jigsaw Eggs" are creative
and imaginary segments of
nature and the human body.
Schneider works with square
patterns within her oval
shapes.
Schneider’s toned down
colors give the works a light
weight yet sharpness of contrast. Her colors blend in
with the lines dividing each
segment of a piece. Each
segment is a work in itself.
The overall piece can be
viewed in as many ways as
one’s imagination can
create.
Sandy Lesnewsky will display her jewelry starting
May 20. She devises crowded
settings that retain a
chunky, earthy quality. Her
use and placement of turquoise gives the settings her
own original quality.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday from 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Tuesday.
and Wednesday evenings
from 6 to 8.
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A
0=1 4D3A3ys,
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OAK BRU
BRU OAK

DEP: SEP.
RET: SEP.

3 OAK BRU 279.00
26 BRU /OAK
C.A.B. REGULATIONS PERMIT UP TO 5r; OF EACH
CHARTER FLIGHT TO BE BOOKED ON A ONE WAY
BASIS. ONE WAY CHARTER COST A189.00.
CA DAYS)

Th1,41.

far

it,.

11(1%141

increase iii
flight. All i ii, ion II

the pro rata share id the tiital 14.4 nd tate
to an
actual number partieipants on ’null individual
an nelmini.tratiiin vont id 810.00.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET, SAN JOSE, CALIF

Phone 287-2070
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’Class of 44’ gang
is still growing up
BY JIM ENGEI.

A Blind Date
William (Morgan Upton) drinking beer
his blind date, Leeby (Julie Paine).

same great lines by Oscy
that keeps the audience
laughing.
All three actors, plus
Deborah Winters as Hermie’s girlfriend, play their
parts to near-perfection as
they place themselves in the
true fashion and spirit of the

Many times a sequel to a
movie proves to be unsuccessful. This is not the
case in the recent film,
"Class of 44," directed by
Paul Bogart.
Hermie, Oscy and Benjie
are back from the "Summer
of 42," only this time a little
older, and still up to much of
the same, serious problems
of growing up and joking that
goes along with it.
The film opens with their
local high school going
Lathe, An4.r.99.,
through the graduation
exercises that emphasize the
and taking advantage of
fact that World War II is
going on. This is the main
concern that faces the class
as they go into the world on
their own.
This thought sticks in the
viewers head throughout the
( Oliver
movie.
Ben jie
Conant) joins up right away,
with Hermie (Gary Grimesi
and Oscy (Jerry Howse’.
waiting till fall for college to
start, wondering whether
"Oh, I didn’t hear them pick up where they left off, they should have joined up as
and they stand and walk to well.
fall," she replies.
Both enter their freshman
"Uh, they weren’t lit," he the door. Miss Leeby confesses that she is not blind. year of college with the
said.
that they don’t really
feeling
dumbfounds
fact
They both decide to drop The
know why they are there.
the subject, and go to the Williams.
"Yes, maybe it is, I don’t They proceed to go through
party. Then without warning, from the audience, on know. I’m just tired of men the basic college elements of
- football,
walks a big black dog upon always running numbers on that time
the stage, while two other me, that’s all. I thought I’d fraternity initiations and
girls.
dogs roam the front row run a few on men." she
The story goes from there
retorts. "I see I’ve met up
seats.
with a sense that much is in
The black dog jumps off with one more loser."
"Look baby, you’ve been store for Hermie and Oscy
the stage, and off with his
pals toward the exit. The hurt in the past, but that’s no and that they have only
audience is cracking -up. reason to pass that shit on begun their journey through
Without thinking twice, the me," he yells. "Look, I’m a the problems of life.
Bogart has done each
actors work the dog into the good guy," he begins, as he
act. Fido becomes a seeing tried to explain his wi..y out scene tastefully with just
eye dog for the short time of it. She comments about enough ingredients to get his
points across.
him looking up her dress.
he’s on stage.
Hermie, like in "Summer
"I hoped you wouldn’t
"You aren’t going to need
bring that up," said Williams of 42," again plays a serious
him, are ya?
as he walks out the door. role to offset the joking of
"Who?" she asked.
"A large dog walking Later he returns, as a midget Oscy. There are much of the
and asks her out for a date,
around."
which ends the role playing
"No, No," she said.
"Thank God he’s gone," he games. The two become one.
The laughs continue and
said.
Miss Leeby and Williams another skit begins.

war years.
Not a bit phony, the "Class
of 44," is one of the better
films to appear this year and
a movie that almost anyone especially those who were
growing up around the war will easily be able to relate
to

A CAREER IN lecortqN PICTURES
STIMULATING’
CHALLENGING

TELEVISION!

HIGHLY PAID’
AS NEVER BEFORE THE MOVIE 1. TV INDUSTRY NEEDS IMAGINATIVE 8
AGGRESSIVE TECHNICAL 8 CREATIVE TALENT’ NOW FOR THE Ill TIME
HARD FACTS ON HOW YOU CAN START AN EXCITING CAREER AS A
CAMERAMAN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ASSOCIATE PRODUCER
STAGE MANAGER PRODUCTION MANAGER FILM EDITOR . . ETC
ROLES
CD11EL 1 :P:OR UNi1IES PAY
NiiI44ayGSsTuD,OuNIAguWHI4:;
1$
fInfyT
WHOM 10 Stf 30 P1115 01 CONS vilAl iNIONMAliON 10 GET You 5111110 NOW"
SENO S3 50 10 HOLLYWOOD 10B RICO DOR 2512 NOLIYWOOD Cl 90028

’Unexpected’ humor of Committee,
adds depth to comedy spectrum
BY GERALD CURTIS
The comedy group, "The
Committee,"
is
so
engineered and fast moving,
the unexpected cannot derail
their train of laughter.
To illustrate the range of
depth of imagination from
the four -man, one woman
group, here is a sample of
their many skits.
Actress Julie Paine and
actor Morgan Upton pretend
to meet for the first time on a
blind date.
-Theresa Leeby? This is

Sonny Williams, I’ve come to
take you to Peter’s party."
"I brought a six-pack of
‘OLY.’ I thought we’d have a
brew or two before we go
over to the party. That’s why
I came over a half an hour
early. Here, I’ll put it in the
refrigerator, that’s what we
call it."
As Miss Leeby tries to
walk toward Williams, she
violently bumps in the chair.
"Smash right into that son of-a-bitch didn’t ya," asked
Williams." "Take it easy
kid, ain’t to many of you

Small Talk
When tvs are outlawed,
only outlaws will have t vs
By MARK HEILMA

-WELCOME, ladies and
gentlemen, to our nationally
game
show,
televised
"Calculated Risk." Not just
a game, not just a show, our
program each week selects
some lucky person to make a
break from the past and a
date with the future.
*

*

*

"Last week’s player, Ivan
("the") Terrible, is shown
here on the video screen
acting out his fate. Watch
closely, you’ll see the prison
guard shove food into his
dimly lit cell.
the
answered
"Ivan
national security questions
posed before him so thoroughly the FBI arrested him
on espionage charges the
very next day.
"And here’s Jeremy
a
bank
Muchbucks,
executive for 35 years until
he was awarded a lifetime
contract with the Roto-rooter
people. No more idle hours
watching the tellers’ stockings run for him, no sir! He
keeps healthy and active by
honing his way through
clogged sewers.
(For quicker, quieter
flushes call J. Muchbucks at
248-000.)
* * *
"But let’s get tonight’s
low on the road. Guest
dges, mug for the camera:
ofessors Paul E. ScienIca, Julian Noncents and
isy Leggs, all from San
ie State University.
’Judges, meet Foster
celess, a typical college
:dent who came to you
(king for answers and got
.11y questions. He has no job
lined up. Where will you
place him?"
1. P. SCIENTIFICA: "I rule
41 at governmental jobs.
’ ,esides inciting classroom
cfebellion, labeling my text, rook as "fascist" and ad.

vocating a student takeover
of the PoliSci Department,
he organized the picket line
outside my room during
finals."
J. NONCENTS: "I rule out
marriage because with 5
roommates in 4 years he has
proven to be a most
disagreeable and incompatible person."
D. LEGGS: "Correction
there. That’s 5 roommates in
8 years. The first 4 years
were spent vacillating between majors and advisers.
And of those 5 roommates, 4
were girls so I don’t think we
can lable him "incompatible."
J. NONCENTS: "And,
imagine the shot in the arm
for the economy. Foster
Faceless posed calendars,
naked Foster wristwatches,
Foster Jockey shorts, Foster
blue movies, tatoos of Foster
... an untapped market of
flesh to be tapped!"
P. SCIENTIFICA: "But
first we must introduce him
to the public. I suggest we
make him lead singer for a
rock ’n roll band. He’ll be
compared with Morrison,
Jagger, Presley ... the
biggies.
"Maybe an endorsement
or two: "Everybody needs
milk, even Foster Faceless’!
* * *
"WELL, folks, that about
wraps up the future of Foster
Faceless. He came to us
lonely,
rebellious
and
dispirited; he will walk away
with confidence, a new ego
and all the milk he can drink.
"Good luck, Foster. Knock
’em dead."
"And now, folks, before
you rush out to buy the new
Foster Faceless single,
"You’ve got me hanging by
my gonads," here’s a
message from our sponsor,
the Milk Advisory Board..."
"Hi, I’m Foster Faceless

around. What’s the matter
ya anyway, it’s out in the
middle of the room, you’re
blind or something."
"Matter of the fact, lam,"
she said.
Bouncing right back,
Williams takes a swig of beer
and accepts it all. After a few
swallows more, he is
the
delighted
with
possibilities of dating a blind
girl. While she is talking to
him, he pretends to unscrew
her breast and juggle them
in the air.
When he gets enough
courage, he looks up her
dress. Meanwhile, he is
making the customary
conversation noises, giving
the impression he is
listening. "Yes--Ah-huh-Yes--Ah-huh." When she
asks him why she heard his
voice coming from the
floorhe said:
"Oh I brushed against
your shirt because-I-uhdropped my matches."

The body itself is the most
important healer, according
to "The Well-Body Book" by
Mike Samuels, M.D. and Hal
Bennet. The two authors,
who appeared in the Spartan
Bookstore on Monday, said
the body has many of the
resources necessary to
recover from illness; in
many cases, without the help
of a doctor. Their book is a
manual for such recovery.
"The book draws from the
age-old practices of different
non-western medicine, as
well as describing the simple
things one can do to get well
without the help of a doctor,"
said Bennet.
Fear, he continued, is a
major block to healing. If
one has faith in his body’s

ability to get well, he will get
well faster.
Co-author Dr. Samuels,
who operates a free clinic in
Bolinas, explained that even
anti-biotics depend on the
body’s own defenses to carry
most of the fight against
bacteria.
"Witbout your own antibodies, all the penicillin in
the world wouldn’t do any
good," he explained.
Relaxing and remaining
confident in the body opens
up the blood vessels and
allows the medicine to reach
the infection more rapidly.
Fear and doubt, he noted,
"really screw you up."
Samuels said that one
problem in western medicine
is that doctors are losing
their mystique. Since people
sometimes lose faith in their
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close to CSUSJ library

Four sessions
Intersession June 18-22
Six Week Session June 25 -Aug 3
Ten Week Session June 25 -Aug 31
Four Week Session Aug 6-31
Most classes are held Monday through
Thursday a three-day weekend every
week
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Man’s future in a cosmos perspective - free
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of credit.
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Available only toCSU
San Jose students,
faculty, staff, and immediate
families. Fare is based on the
pro -rata share of total cost of
the aircraft and are subject to
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upon the total people booked -Rate includes admin. cost of $10.
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doctor’s ability, fear and
doubt again hamper the
healing process.
"Medicine is a creative
act, not a passive one,"
added Dr. Samuels. Finding
out why certain treatments
are used will enable the
patient to eliminate doubt.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
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Medicine creative, claim
’Well -Body Book’ authors
BY ED SESSLER
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One -and two -unit workshops throughout
*
the summer
*
Mail registration -avoid the red tape of the
!*
regular academic year
I
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SAN
Students may take from 1-12 units of
; ;
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credit ($28 15 per unit)
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SJSU’s No. 1 player

Mark Lye-golf is his bag
By DON GIOVANNINI

Martin signs letter,
top cager to SJSU
Saw Martin.
junior from Los Angeles
Harbor College has signed a
letter of intent to enroll and
participate in basketball for
the Spartans next semester,
according to varsity cage
coach Ivan Guevarra.
The much sought after
Martin earned All -League
recognition as a freshman at
Harbor. As a sophomore, he
made All -League again, as
well as being named AllState honorable mention and
Most Valuable Player in the
conference by the Santa Ana
Register.
Martin made all tourney
teams in three classics as a
sophomore, being named to
the dream teams" in the El
Camino Basketball Tournament. the Desert Classic

and the
nament.

Chaffey

Tour-

In the Desert Classic,
Martin was second leading
scorer in the tournament
with 69 points in three
games, for an average of
23.0.
The Chaf fey tourney saw
Martin selected as Most
Valuable Player, leading
Harbor to a surprise
championship over Riverside. He was also leading
scorer with 100 points in four
games.
Martin finished at Harbor
with a 24.1 overall scoring
average, 24.0 in league play.
He also averaged 51 per cent
from the floor and an incredible 93 per cent from the
charity stripe.

Stan Martin

San Jose State University’s best golfer Mark Lye
had a frustrating season this
year, but what might be
frustrating to him would be
great to most other golfers.
The 20 year old sophomore
from Napa came into the
season with a 71 strokes per
round average in qualifying
and a dream of becoming an
All-American.
injury
an
However
sidelined him for a month
and his chance for the AllAmerican honors were
dashed in the Pacific Coast
Association
Athletic
Championships at his home
course in Silverado.
The team and individual
pressure finally got to him as
he trailed in the tournament
by a stroke going into the last
day. The winner of the
championships gets the AllAmerican honor of or at least
honorable mention.
is
-All-American
something I’ve always
dreamed about. Before that
final round at Silverado I

was up the night before
thinking about it," Lye said.
"By the time I got on the
first tee I was really climbing the walls and before I
knew it my chance had
slipped away. I felt like
jumping off a bridge," he
concluded.
But Lye is already looking
forward to next years
competition. "I wish the
summer were over right
now. I love college golf and
want to do better than I did
this season," he said.
Lye a business major has
been playing golf since he
was nine years old. He
thrives on the individual
competition. He played in
little league and even won a
junior tennis championship
but by the time he reached
high school golf was his bag.
He was selected Outstanding Athlete at Napa
High School, and is now the
No. 1 player in the Nor-Cal
Amateur
having
accumulated the most points in
the group of over 300.
"I

haven’t

adjusted

to

college play. When you’re
playing for a team is when
you find out if you’ve really
got it or not. There’s a lot
more pressure when you’re
on a team," Lye insists.
"The team knows that if
we don’t do good the sport
won’t get more money," he
said.
"But playing for SJSU is
rewarding. When someone
says you did a good job I
really get a great feeling,"
Lye said.
When Lye was a freshman
his attitude plagued him, and
he felt like breaking all the
clubs in his bag when he
played a bad shot.
But things have changed
now. He said "One can’t look
on past performances. A
positive attitude is essential.
A person with a negative
attitude will never make it."
In golf concentration is the
key to success he feels, and
coach Jerry Vroom has
helped him extensively in
improving his mental game,
along with the physical.
Lye plans to try one of the

satilite tours that have been
springing up lately after he
graduates. The entry fee for
22 tournaments is $8,000.
Winning one tournament
pays around $6,000. Phil
Barry who is also on the golf
team plans to do this after
his June graduation. Roger
Maltbie former SJSU player
and All-American is on the
tour now and faltering
having won only $4,000 in 17
tournaments.
Lye will try to qualify for
the U.S. Open today and
tomorrow in Silverado. A
field of 120 will be narrowed
down to the top 20. Then they
will compete with the
Southern
California
qualifiers the top four of
which will go to the open.
Even if Lye does qualify he
still will have to flip the bill
for expenses back to Pennsylvania for the tourney.
Yes, golf is a real rat race,
but Lye who has everything
a head of him and loves to
compete, seems to have the
pole position.
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Of leave note 110 20 Bldg 0 Nee
Coign. I
OATSUN OWN Vigra Reheble
1.411 iffs 27541011

8576.

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you II tore
different iNed bOOltetore
RECYCLE

SALES MANAGER

SOO

RUMMAGE SALE May 23 624. 9 am
to 4 on, NICe clothing. jewelry, books.
household, misc. tot IrnMarlyel Luth
Church 374 S 3rd St.

COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT:
Penh. Spotmatic: 50mrn Fl. 4. 135mrn
F3.5. 35mrn F3.5, extra light meter,
flesh. 9 filters. doubler, Water, tripod,
leather case, film, lenshades & more.
Like new, everything 0400. Call 208.

’65 DODGE DART, 4 door, Automatic,
good condition. 0250. Call 2594199.

KIM &THING is anxious 10 show youths
things thet THING has for you THINGS
includes everytning you need from
bicycle begs to cigarette pipers THING
opens every weekday between 12 noon to
$ 30PM and located at corner of 5 9th &
E William St

E ACH "S flat" Trumpet for sale ML
Bore - In perfect condition. Has 1st
and 3rd trigger slides Givell a full
tone 5270

’IN SPRITE 1200 co Eng recently rebuilt.
$400 Rich 35631324

DO YOU ka A S programs Nye on cam.
Pus, It nix dent Bitch apply to, the
program board Apply in Me 05 office

Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
&nee a Wine Melting
1040 N Ott

NEW O’NXILL’S WOTSUIT, LANG.
LONGJOHN. Make offer. Cell John
275-9343 before 10 am, after I pm.

BACH Ita Trumpet for sale ML Bore in perf ef I condition. Has tot and 3rd
trigger slides. Gives a full Wt. 0275.

II OPEL WON. 1$00. Must sell, going
In army Very good cond Low mil.
0700.off er 225 914.

FRU MOVING IOUS & WOOD

O 1/4 SO CAMERA MAMIYA C 19 5
LENS’ 55.105.250 men w/LUNASIX LITE
METER Pius many extras. Cell Ken aft 7
PM 2769454.

JAGUAR, 3.8 Sedan 1966. Recom
diliOniel. Excellent guarantee 92.150.
Newnan 277-2386 Date.

GUYS AND GALL
a cottege-gge BALLET cress it
&drays Scnooi of Ballet Basic tecnni.
Small
lar beginning clanCeri
Clue
Beverly
Clenell-individuel attention
furrier," Grant Director 241-1300
. GOT A PROILIN OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS Can nWp Call Me Spanan
Dairy etternoone atter 2 pm 277-3161
Join

EXTRACTBRII For liale-ekCel
cond 2 1,2 mo old. little used, $85 Come
see AM-FM Stere0 Multiplex 4 channel
speaker &
Stare..
8 track
deck.
earphones all for $00.0 ma old Call Mr
Freeman 294.29409 0m4 pm

A MILLION USED ROOKS osperbacks
price) and magazine Neat old
bookitore Upper in Santa Clara Valley
Since 1928 Woodruff & Inuari tertce
Read ElOosa 111 E San Fernando btwn
trio &Po 10 30-5 30 10% oft with Mead
117 15 PT. SAILSOAT. cleyseiler 4 HP
9 rights lockets harm. St 150 Pi.
/68-9,12
80011113000 FOAM RUEIBIll
40e PIO POUND
ANY AMOUNT Ph 2534554
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
Ciiivinen French & Rumen word" and
00091 tor sale Reasonsoie Caii 197!
3690

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
RuBSERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 404
356-9327
GIRL
for
tight
NEED
clerical
&
nousecisaning.
Also handyman for
yardwerk & painting. Flexible hour"
$1 66inr Call 247-3330 or 247-6477
MASUUSIIII-Earn TOP SU even white
training. Day or night ellIft or part-time.
VA.P. HEALTH SALON, Fremont. 794-

641 LOST ILTA MARKET. SO variety
sn009-11140 S to, St Ph 263-2333
Joon woo tnn Sun 64 30 8-5 30
’ tee Denting
admilsion Tneulannt pf
,setui items antouee & coo/meows

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2Ix/rm. apt.
for summer, 650 mo 4775 5111 St.. NO.
10, or cell Ralph 286.5712.

253-1152.

VICTORIAN HOME
111901
10+
fixtures
rooms, gd
cond., orig
Suitable for lg. lam Or group. Walking
distance to campus 134,950. Call 207.

ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful, try, *Otto will
carpet Good beds. Outside entrance.
Ouist. 406 So. 11th St
FURNIS14113 APTS.
230 E San SalvadOr St leCrOla frOm
Ouncan HaillSummer &Fail epplicatior.s
now being taken Call 2944028 Or 2948758 Ask for .113 or Mr Lee

LOW SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
U & 3 Bedroom 2 bath-pool. On at pit
Afirt wood paneiing-entig CISS 470 $
In St Pt, 257-7590
LA110113 bdrnY. 2 ba, efr. 1215/mo. Fait
$1136/eurnmer Si. at 399 S 12th St or
call 2961807
HOUSES, WOMEN for summer & nest
school term Firepteol, garbage diepOsal,
rot & freezer, velley ball & tennis court.
Will aCCOnsOdate grOupa of 4.6. 5 7 Cell
at 406 So 11th St.
2 SCAM. Apt. $136/month or Stud.)
596/month 1501 S. 5th St. See mgr. 000r
cell 296.00000’ 256-0617.
ONE.110111M. UNITS
$115 Well furnished 4008.f)th
$115 Frailly painted 6093 s
WHAT IT 161
Deluxe Furn. Apts.
2 bdrm. 2 beth 9140. moqiumnier
145£. William St. 904494

2673.
CLEAN QUIET ROOM with kit. prin. S
blks. 10 5.15. $60.mo. Nonsmoker only.
Avail. June 2. 217.3125, evenings best.
LOW SUMMER RATES $04 Clean, turn..
comfonable. 1 bdrm apt Now taking
reservations 206-7474 or 294-7332. 833
8tn St S
ROOMS FOR RENT IN
flownstaire section of Almaden are
house. (nr. Capitol Expy.) Prof. female
$75/mo. util. Call 2660168 or 2134-1752
SUMMER
AVAILABLIE NOW1
Private room 0/kit , Sep. *Wimp, large,
light. airy. 2944472 293-9814, 263-1152
279 E. San Fernando (next door to
Peanuts
IVY HALL
LARGE APTS., turn., quiet Perking. Taking applICatiOna for sumrnor & Fall. 1
bdrm $80. 2 barn,
536 S. 5th St. ag
295.7804

9120.

TWO FEMALES needed lo share three
bdrm., furnished house neer osnmus.
$4.6mo. All utilities patch 2960158
FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED for
summer and/or felt 7 bdrm. 2-story
nouse. 4 room" available June 1St
051.43/mo per room. Call 289-1744.

LARGE 2 berm., 2 both. Turn. apt". Now
renting for summer, 8110. See at 508 S.
ttn St. Cali 294-7386 winter...rates $150.

SUMMER
NOW -flu.
010S-rm, w/pvt. bath & kit. PM,
wrgroup: A1110. 2-3 [WM. *PIC H.’
*notch. toe. 292-7772.

TOWNHOUSE WUT 2 bdrm. furn. 3 full
rnontns 5130 Built-In washing machine.
3/9-1027

SUNNY LARGE 2 bdrm apt. sr/Carpeting.
turn., 2 ba. $155 summer rate. 439S. gth
St. Call 9984619

PRETTY GIRLS wanted to dance go-go
It a club with class NO TOPLESS Start
Must be ower 21
yeses
$3.01Shr
Auditions daily 292-5680 San Jut THE
HIP-HUGGER 580 MERIDIAN AVE.
10111
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE
Full-Ilme summer lobs avail showing
IdeCiatty Items to single working $019.
Menagernent OPPOrtunttles
Must Pays own transportation
For Interview Call Collect
Tues. Thurs 9 11
151 5750 or
832 8886 eves.
SINGLE WOMEN 121-361.. needed ee
counselors for fine High Serra Private
girls camp to Neon Weterekiing, All. &
Equitation.
English-Western
Crafts.
Gymnastics 6 Typing-NowsPPm Stirrer Prat 8/10.8/22 Phl 14151967-4297
INSTRUCTOR
RI
121-351
Purchasing
Agent.
StabNhand.
&
Dishwasher needed for High Sierra

Camp June 15-Aug 22 Ph (415111674297
NEED IMMEDIATELY
Individuals fOr insurance Sale’ with
management pOtential. part time SCh001 year, full time - summer,
salary & commission For Interview
call Jerry Hill at 2412/00 or 234-4503
111011. per wk. GUARANTEE
SALES MANAGER
30 hrs. week
Sat 9.4
Sun 11 todark
Mon Itodark
rues 4 to dark
Wed 4 to dark
Green Thumb Lawn Service
245-4920
LIQUOR STORE CLICK - Part
time, experience or will Consider
training right person. 251.6691.
UNUSUAL WORK OPPORTUNITY
f or Married Students. Full time
summer work, pert time winter work
plus scholarship program Call 359.
5354 fOr interview on Fri May II. 1973.

PULL.PART time summer 1005 in
Nies Sampling. For interview P
plicatIon Call 732 4779 after 6 Om

HOUSING
250 ASK cpts
1101 So 6th St

drps

w pa Avail $1

ROOMS -$40.0Omo.
Util included. kit. pH,
2971996
MOD. FURN. 1 bdrm. ‰
blk. from
campus 0140. Water & garb. Inc.
Quiet, no pets. Available June lit 463
S. Ith St. Apt. No. 2 295.5362 or 261
4362.

SUMMER

Also fall rental. 1,
2,3. Sr. 1g.. comfortable, turn AEK,
1 bill campus Fern/ries pre 247.6039

3 @ORM HOUSE available around
JUMP 151, 590. Summer rate. 0130,
winter. 479 5 10th St, 289 9235

LIRE SCHOOL NEEDS "alternative.
type people" to rent Its Immo for the
summer, from 6.11 - 5.31. Partially
furnished. Large rooms. 2 bath.
Children’s playground, 5190.130 per
month & some utilities. Rent is tax.
deductible. Contact Bill North, 998.
15.46 btw 9.3. M to F.
NEED 1 FEMALE STUDENTS for
Summer to share 3 bdrm, house with
great atmosphere/ bills from campus.
042.50.105. Upper div. pref.
MALE - SINGLE S double rooms.
Living rm.. kitchen pH, Avail. June.
Clean man. 715$ 14th St. 5,1 2862704,

SERVICES
IN POTTIRY. macrame,
CLASSES
stamed gine ReaOnsble rates Bicuom
Hill Crafts 3564764 or 3569036
LEGAL SECRETARIES do fast, accurate
typing on IBM Selectric. Call Nancy or
Mary 297-31100, after 8 PM 238-1540.
PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 for S3 50 One day eentCli aim .3p rn
TINKERBELL
to noon
rn
Salt 8
STUDIO 1040 The Alameda SJ Cali 286.
5862

3 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed.
Nice, Spacious house. Close to cam.
Pull. Available June 1st. Call 294.2909.
ATTRACTIVE. LARGE. CORM’S r0Orn
in Quiet home Ideal for study Panting.
kitchen priv neer campus SerIOUI.
mature man S75into. 2869154

SUPER
LARGE
1
bdrm.
Opts.
Le/carpeting.
Furnished. $135/mo.
Summer rates 911$. 4360. 41h 5t. Call
996-8619
AIR-COND. Summer rotes. 2 & 3 bdrm.
5135 to 9110 Large. Modern, 8008. 11th,
Call 275-1974.

0542.

Immo

CAR 11111IURANCS
No Student Refused
or
uff TO 2...DISCOUNT SOP 3130Pa
NON-SMOKERS
aveiieDle
payment"
Montniy
149-0223 204 341.8873 0040

ROOM -Kit Co-ed Reeinai now Or
Summer rates June Oyu
summer
August. Ivy Hell 279 E San Fernando.
Clean, quiet. close 294-6472. 293-9814,

a
gc
co

DELUXE FUSIN, apt for rent MO/me 4
pike from Gimpy" Quiet See manager
Apt 43 165 E Reed St 5,1

HOUSE, Furn.. 2 barn. $226 all utll. pd
11050 12th St 2264874 after 5 PM
FOR RENT

SE-Grest atSAN
nmaphwe linen & maid swede. color
T V. Kitchen prof .
showier parking
Center of actovoty. 237 E Son Fernando
NW to 899,n0 295-9504 or 2934345
LA DONNA APTS.
bedroom apt’ turn $130. unfurn S120
vow new Carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4t11 St Call Ben 266
6383 or John 3564706
uNIVERINIT ICLUS-Co-ect Beauttfui
nous* ftreplece. grand piano. color T V
recreation MOM kit priv maid &
Parking courtyard Includes Continental
Breeklest From 579/mo 202 So 1 Ift,
293-7374
THREE BEDROOM NOUSIN Across
Street frOrn Campus furnish or unfurn
Feculty preferred Call 354-4363
111011
Large studio sep study room
Heated 00011. turn eel cerpme
5 min from campus
seciuded
297-12C0
FOR MINT; 2 bedroom furnished
apartment. $150. 533 South 100h 81ree1,
Call 272-0296
WI AND UP, Moe COMIOrtable. quill
rooms downtown. kit priv 203-3910 166
N 5in St
SSG FURNISHED STUDIO
All utilities included Clean & Perkin
Men only 620 So 3rd St
9105 FURNISHED STUDIO
Convenient to cempus
MO South 9th St
FROM 05Torno. New rooms acmes me
Cantu". Kit, ply. utll pc, Men at 99 S 0th,
Woman 2798 10th St Many some thy
must be "Oen SUMNER RATES 11110IN
JUNElet Iran NO. Open deity for Maim.
lion. Cell 3868614, 29846211 or 21179581
APT. between S. Clara & San
Fernando Stss Small & Ige. Vic.
Gor in. 269-8946 or 2955311.
ROOM FOR RENT over lOok ing
San Jose valley in East foothills.
Share ?he house, 575.
Family
room, lireplice, yard. 9269126.
O 1110110014 furnished Apts. Summer
rate 11105 4510, Ninth St Call 211e1443
or see mgr No. 6.

Studio, unfurn, neer campus WIWI’S
pa 440 S 10th St 1910 Ph 225 9367

16 R end Studios
Quiet - Le.w carpets furn.
Pool and Realm Room
Summer Rates
620 So 9th St. 5.1, 251.417
2.3. & 4 BORN HOUSE for rent scrim
street campus. Porn bummer rate.
354 4363
2 SWIM, furnished Mr. near campus.
Went yeeryound tenants. Reasonable
rites Call 252.2243
CHEAP - 2 bedroom furnished apt.
suo year round rate available June
water & garbage pd 5.50 returnable
dip Pets OK Quiet. 1/2 blk, from
library 48 5 4th 21/7311
SUMMER
bdron. house $125
4 bdrrn. house 5150
6 bedrm sots from $60
Call now for bargains
217 4900
FUR N apt* one trirm 0402 bdrm $105
& S112 3 bdrm 5150 On eth St. SMMI
rates pets OK wtr gbg pd See Pets at
Studio, unt urn. near campus utilltiell
Ed 44 S 10th St SIC Ph 2209367

ROOMMATES needed to share large
house during summer (150 mo.) L
possibly Fall Come by 240 5 12011 St.,
Or call Ron 9911.5716,
LARGE 1 BE ORM. Apt. New Shags. w
& g pd Porn 751 S. 2nd 51 , No. 4. 393
7794.
STUDIO AVAI
July & or
August, SIOS
Burbank area
Open
beamed ceiling and loft Backyard.
Call Robert Or Candy. 286 9753,
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students venni rnoMhs rental agreement
Mtmrtge from campus, adun and family
Section’. smell Witt recreation fecilitiee
2 bdrm 2 bath from 5175 Unhonished
from 5196 furnished 3 DO, sots also
evade*, Willow Glen Weil Coil 266
1474
HOUSE. 3 Isdrrn, 2 both. garage. patio.
and lots of perking flit 8. 10th 12115mo ,
5250 in summer Phone 2965296
ROOM
ismer Preferred -2 blocks from campus $06. upstairs, if you loin ue you get
whoineig groceries to boot Call loon for
a cool summer. 296-7434

TYPING-Resscmable experienCed and
last IBM Selectric Call Helen 263-2739
WSDOING PHOTOGRAPH that makes
the occasion look se ’Picts’ as it Mils.
Visit Our winery and mike the ComPerison-a different kind o1driotograPhT
tor people who oars. Petersen I Bishop
North
Photography, Los Gatos.
Sante Cruz 354-2513.

43a

DRUG-I0
Anonymous Analyses
14151909-1105

Selectric -Thesis
TYPING -ISM
reports, general typing lettere etc
Reasonable rates 263-4695
--RENT A TV OR STEREO, no Contract
Free del Free IterviCil Call &While 251.
2598
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra tux
color 8 X 10 I St 25 eaCn Stan of 20
Pnotograpriers Make an appointment to
see Our samples -then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
dridal Packet Call 252-31131
IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Netures taking partly making our !inept
Wedding Invitation" and Accessortes the
most creative and ornsonsimed ever
Colorful. flowery ProCiemations Rico.
Original nature-phOtOgraptly invitations
Oven tne Creemy. ClaniC trachttenall
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING Pm’
nuge selection of truly origins, @CCUWin and announcements to choose
trorn-veith a very ’pigmy grit otter to any
CSUSJ student with this ad
TOWN 6 COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 5 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.
Cupertino. Calif. 98014
Phone 253-1131
SPEED READING
DOUBLE or ’TRIPLE your reading
rate. Develop critical reeding skills. 5
WI, course. Begins May 25. Mon. Eves,
In Palo Alto. Taught courses at
Stanford. U.C.L.A., New York Life.
Westinghouse. PT & T. Only 550. Call
Now. Michael S. Katz 14151327.7567.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Passports
weddings
$25
Commercial. Ado, PR, Fashion, El
Color 2760596

$4
W

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing. gating (grid & under). Also
Everything for everybody. 379-8018
SWIM LESSONS BY PROFESSIONAL
Nine years teaching ALL AGES how
to safely eniOy the water. Located
BLOSSOM HILL TENNIS CLUB.
Make convenient summer reserystions
Phone Peter D Clrelli 385-4020

HANDYMAN - F lx Sinks, WWI,
toilets. cars, appliances. hauling No
charge if I can’t fix it Much Cheaper
then plumbers etc. Call WWII’S" 267
7397

1

co
ftc

10TH ANNUAL JET FLII
TS
1239 ROU 3-TRIP
EUROPE
JAPAN FROM 9359 ROU
-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
(9151451-7905
14E6 52nd St Sacramento CA

FROM

owe

SUMMER CHARM TO AUSTRALIA
AVAILABLE FLIGHTS BETWEEN June.
Spit
round-trIp fare 6578
Contact Richard 274-4613
SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO
MAZATLANI round trip airfare: S night.
B days &hotel pi us extras $149. PUERTO
VALLARTA found trip airfare: 6 night*
days & hotel plus extras $20 Eight dm,
available
contact Richard 274-4e13
.
EUROPE - I
- AFRICA
Shit:tent flirts Student Corning tOu
MrOugnOut Europe Runt@ and kilexic
Official SOFA event for inter-Europe,
moan? cwt., frights including Mida e

at
hi
to
ClUI

011

of

’sr

and Far East CONTACT
San ViCtints ISISO 54 L A Ca
90049 TEL 12131 826.5669 828.0955
East

niserr

LI

CH AAAAA
PLIGHTS.
Corm:item
domestic
international
programs
Contact John, Student Services Will
Inc. 235 E Santa Clare,
287-830,

arm

WANTED: Traveling companion
South Pacific this summer. Call Ma’,
926 9716 after 5 p.m

& FOUNDj

RESCUE SAM! Terrier puppy la,
POund it WP can’t find a home 259
IM
Dog found. German SUMO mix. adult male, brown and blaCk vr/red collar
vicinity of 11th and Margaret Call Paula
275-9343.

PACKAGE was left in Green 13
Two Black male,
Toyota 5.12 73
changed flat on highway. Contact
Veron.ce 82114714 S.F.

PERSONALS

CRIATI YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
fright colors, desutiful smell* _flowers
*Peak a lenguege all their own At very
special tInies...Ilke your wedding day.
thousand
you went them to express
FAIR! FLOWER
things. BRIDAL
SERVICE features truly motive combinations 01 fiorsi designs ...hundreds of
diatincl, quellty arrangements at fantastic student price*. We Invite you to
compare.. bridal bOuquete start at only
$8.50. Student specie’ 65 discount with
wedding order accompanied by this ad.
@MAL FAIR! FLOWER SERVICE
10311
S.
Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Cupertino, 257-7202.

tu

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
13Me Deseneflon Airline Moe
L. Jo 8 Oak to Frankfurt DNA
RI July 4 Brussels to Osk DC -11
Lv Ju 1909k. to AmeterdarrIONA
Rm, July 26 Frankfurt to Oek. DC
Lo July 5 Oak to London ONA
42/:
Het Aug II Arnslordarnto Oak C
IC -to
Lv July 22 Oak. to Frankfun ON
9 127a
Het Aug 22 Zurich to Oak ()C10
lone many Other high%) Onw
V rhea,.
$159 For further fight 1010
Conti,
Richard 274.4813

LOST

TELETYPES MODEL Ste
BUY. SELL A SERVICE
REASONABLE 3434311111

TYPING, College or Business, my
home. Call 251 0147 after 6 pm and
weekendli.

STUDENT TYPING
Near Meridian Canner
Experienced
216-2134

ONE WAY
TO NEW TOR*
MAY 31st S99 00 MN Included/
Contact RIcher0 274-4613

DONATE ON A REGULAR SLOOD
plasma program and reCtlive up to
SlOimenthly Bring student ID or thie so
and recetve
your rirst
bonus wan
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
5 Almaden Ave San Jose CA294-6535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY? to 3 0 m
POSTON. WANTED for enthoiogy Include stamped enve100e COntempora,
Literature Press 311 California Street
Suite 412 Son Francitra 94104

et
SI
to

Need a
Good Car?

Ad.

try OW DRY CLEANING for sweaters.
shirts. pants
954 & up
Campus
Launderette Corner S
3rd 5 San
Salvador
TYPING
50 North 3141 St Apt 4823
2874355
TYPING in my North
Setisfectioil
reasonable
26347311

side Plane.
guaranteed

SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED.
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 549-5368

WANT TO OUT used Alto Recorder
Cheap, Call Cheryl 354 9547
NORGE - GRATULERER
DEN .14 Mao

MED

N,
OUT.OFSTATE FAMILY looking fOr
local housing to Sublet this Summer
Mid lune for 3 wks 1 child, 1 baby
Call Nancy 757 1057

1.

MALE MODELS WANTED for barber
styling contest 10 am Sunday. May 20.
Burlingame
Hyatt
Neuf!,
1333
BayShOre highway. Burlingame CA
HAPPY AAAAA EDMOTHER’s Do y
MA MA MINI
LOVE, JEFF
KiMi GENE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
LOVE. SUDS

54

sg
SEEJI
AUTOMOTIVE’
And lo place your ad

TYPIST -FAST, Accurate Can editMestere etc Neer SJSU Mrs Arminian
2064104
TYPING-tern 0110815. No expertenam
and fest Mane 25041674

EXPEMINCID TIMMS TYPIST
Masters Reran" Dissertation"
Marianne Temberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0396 San Joie
TYPING. EDITING, FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 2444444 AFTER. 30
MARY RAYNER

MODAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH 5011Mt. wedding photography for
LOWEST Bey Ares rites SIM includes
0010 A while album 60 Color prints of
Krur choice full eel Of Slidell SNIDE

a

P
TRANSPORTATION
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA 5 weeks 241
inokrive London depanures
Small
international group Camping travel Ages
16.30 Alio Eui:.5 Africa India 3-11
wits Write Whol EsrIh Trivet Ltd Box
1497 K C Mo 66141
FLYING SOON? WWI It Pays TO So
rOung With TWA Your TWA Cempu"
ReOrelentative Sill Crawford 1225,2421
can help you Malre your GETAWAY Fly
ill3 off with TWA Youtn passport 5 take
up 10 24 mOntne 10 Day antis a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Carr 225/202 for information attar 5 00 2914800
lOrrallIWOOONIOr yOur imp two loam

FIND WHA ,
YOU NEED
IN THE
SPARTAN
CLASSIFIED
ADS

